TO: R. S. Stevens  
FROM: Thomas Jobson  

Office of Thos. Jobson,  
Macon, Mo., Oct 8th 1875  

R. S. Stevens, Esq.  
Genl Manager  

Dr Sir:-  

Your favor recd. The contracts I alluded to are merely verbal. We have for several years contracted with merchants on the line to purchase ties for us. The price fixed at present time is Thirty five 35 cents each — we agree to take all they may have on hand at end of each month & if we change the price give them notice. Their (sic) is verbal contract with Davy & Blair at ?Lingo for 100 cord wood @ 2½ pr cord. All other contracts can be terminated at any time at pleasure of either party.  

Yours Resp  
Thos. Jobson